Abstract. We prove polynomial decay of the mixing field of the Vertex Reinforced Jump Process (VRJP) on Z 2 with bounded conductances. Using [17] we deduce that the VRJP on Z 2 with any constant conductances is almost surely recurrent. It gives a counterpart of the result of Merkl, Rolles [14] and Sabot, Zeng [17] for the 2-dimensional Edge Reinforced Random Walk.
The VRJP was introduced by Davis and Volkov and investigated on Z in [6] , then on trees in [4, 2] . In [15] , Sabot and Tarrès proved that this process is closely related to the Edge Reinforced Random Walk (ERRW), and that on any finite graphs, after some some timechange, it is a mixture of Markov jump processes, the mixing law being the first marginal of the supersymmetric hyperbolic sigma field introduced by Disertori, Spencer, Zirnbauer [18, 10] . Using the exponential localization result of Disertori and Spencer [9] , it was proved in [15] that on any graph with bounded degree, there exists a value W such that if W i,j ď W for all i " j, the VRJP is positive recurrent, i.e. the VRJP visits infinitely often and spends a positive portion of the time on all point (an alternative proof of the localization of the VRJP was given by Angel, Crawford, Kozma in [1] using the representation as a mixture proved in [15] ). Using the delocalization result of Disertori, Spencer, Zirnbauer [10] , a phase transition was proved on Z d , d ě 3: there exists W pdq, such that if W i,j ě W pdq for all i " j, the VRJP is transient, and also diffusive for pW i,j q constant and large enough ( [17] ).
Similar results hold for the Edge Reinforced Random Walk (ERRW) (see [7, 5, 15, 1, 8] ). Besides, on Z 2 , a polynomial localization of the mixing field of the ERRW (the so-called magic formula of Coppersmith and Diaconis) was proved by Merkl and Rolles [14] . By itself, this polynomial localization does not entail recurrence of the ERRW (it was used in [14] to prove recurrence of the ERRW on a modification of Z 2 at weak reinforcement). However, together with the representation of the VRJP and ERRW on infinite graphs as mixture of Markov jump processes provided in [16, 17] , it allows to prove recurrence of the ERRW on Z 2 for all initial constants weights. The aim of this paper is to provide a counterpart to the result of Merkl and Rolles [14] , i.e. to prove polynomial decay of the mixing field of the VRJP. As remarked in [17] , it implies recurrence of the VRJP with constant conductances on Z 2 , in the sense that any point is a.s. visited infinitely often by the VRJP. The proof is in the spirit of the proof of Merkl and Rolles for the ERRW (and much before in the spirit of the argument of Mac Bryan and Spencer [13] for the SOpNq symmetric ferromagnets), based on a deformation of the field by a deterministic harmonic function.
Statement of the results

1.1.
The mixing field of the VRJP. We first recall how the VRJP can be written as a mixture of Markov jump processes and its relation with the first marginal of the supersymmetric hyperbolic sigma model.
We denote by E the set of corresponding directed edges associated with the undirected edges E (i.e. with each edge of E we associated two edges with opposite orientations). We denote ÿ iÑj¨" ÿ pi,jqP Eẗ he sum on directed edges of the network. For a function u : V Þ Ñ R and for pi, jq P E, we denote the gradient of u on pi, jq by:
Assume V is finite. We introduce the mixing field of the VRJP. For a fixed set of positive conductances pW i,j q ti,juPE , and a vertex i 0 P V , we denote by Q W i 0 pduq the positive measure on tpu i q iPV , u i 0 " 0u defined by
where c V " 1{ ? 2π |V |´1 , and
where T i 0 is the set of directed spanning trees oriented towards the root i 0 . (The choice of directed spanning trees with weights e u j´ui , instead of e u i`uj classically, explains that the integration is with respect to the measure p ś
The following fact was initially proved in [10] by supersymmetric arguments, then in [15] by probabilistic arguments and in [16] by direct computation.
pduq is a probability measure on the set tpu i q iPV , u i 0 " 0u.
For simplicity, we will often write E Q W i 0 p¨q for ş¨Q W i 0 pduq. The following is a simple consequence of the previous theorem.
Proof. By simple computation, changing from variable pu i q to pũ i q " pu i´ui 0 q, we get that
The following result relate the mixing field Q
pduq with the VRJP and was proved in [15] .
Theorem B. After some time change (see [15] for details), the VRJP starting from i 0 P V with conductances pW i,j q i"j is a mixture of Markov jump processes with jump rates
pduq. More precisely, we have the following identity of distributions:
is the law of the (time-changed) VRJP starting from i 0 and L
is the law of the Markov jump process starting from i 0 and with jump rate from i to j " i,
Main results.
We focus now on the lattice Z 2 and its restriction to finite boxes. We denote by G Z 2 " pZ 2 , E Z 2 q the usual Z 2 lattice where ti, ju P E Z 2 if |i´j| 1 " 1. We assume that the lattice is endowed with some positive conductances pW i,j q i"j .
For N a positive integer, we set V N :" Z 2 X r´N, Ns 2 , and denote by G N the restriction of G Z 2 to r´N, Ns 2 with wired boundary condition. More precisely, G N :" pṼ N ,Ẽ n q wherẽ V N :" V N Y tδ N u andẼ N are obtained by contracting all the vertices of Z 2 zV N to the single point δ N (the edges are obtained as the image of the edges of G Z 2 by this contraction and by removing all the loops created and identifying multiple edges). The graph G N is naturally endowed with the conductances pW N e q ePẼ N obtained by this restriction: the conductance of an edge is the sum of the conductances of the edges of E Z 2 mapped to it by the contraction. (See [17] , section 4.1 for details of the construction.) The estimates below are also valid for the free wired boundary condition, but the wired boundary condition is useful for the application to recurrence. We denote by Q N i 0 the mixing field associated with this graph with conductances pW N e q ePẼ N and simply by Q N when i 0 " 0. The main theorem proves polynomial decay of some exponential moments of the mixing field under Q N pduq.
Theorem 1. Assume that the conductances are uniformly bounded:
Then, for 0 ă s ă 1, there exists η " ηpW , sq ą 0 such that for all N P N large enough, for all y P V N , E Q N pe suy q ď |y|´η.
Remark 1. An explicite expression is provided for η, see (8) .
As stated in Remark 7 of [17] , such an estimate implies that the VRJP is recurrent on Z 2 .
Theorem 2. On the graph Z 2 with constant conductances on horizontal edges and on vertical edges, the VRJP is recurrent, i.e. almost surely, the VRJP visits infinitely often every point.
Remark 2.
A weaker version of the recurrence was proved for the 2D-VRJP by Bauerschmidt, Helmuth and Swan in [3] : their result asserts that the expectation of the total time spent at the origin is infinite. Their approach is based on a direct relation between the VRJP at finite time and the full supersymmetric hyperbolic sigma model and by an adaptation of the original Mermin-Wagner argument.
Proof. The proof of the theorem is the same as the proof of the corresponding theorem for the ERRW, see Theorem 5 of [17] . In [17] , a stationary ergodic function pψpiqq iPZ 2 is constructed, which is a.s. equal to 0 if and only if the VRJP is recurrent. The polynomial decay of the mixing field E Q N pe suy q implies that the function ψ is equal to 0 and thus that the VRJP is recurrent.
Proof of
In order to simplify the notations, we will simply write Qpduq for Q W i 0 pduq and DpW, uq for D i 0 pW, uq.
Proof. We start by a simple change of variables. Proposition 1. For γ P R we denote by Q γ the distribution ofũ γ :" u´γv when u is distributed under Qpduq. We have
Proof. If φ is a positive test function, by changing from variable u toũ :" u´γv, 
(It will be clear later that everything is integrable on the right-hand-side.) Let us fix γ 1 such that γ 1 :"´γpq´1q.
We have,
Then, by Proposition 1
Let us consider the first line of the last expression: we make a second order expansion of the term p1´1e qγ∇v i,j`1 q´e pq´1qγ∇v i,j . The constant term vanishes, and the first order is p1´1γ∇v i,j´p q´1qγ∇v i,j " 0 Hence we can bound by Taylor expansion:ˇˇˇp 1´1e
where (5) and (6) comes from the fact that qγ|∇v i,j | ď q 2 γ|∇v i,j | ď by assumption (1), and that e 1 2 ď 2. Concerning the second term we will use the following lemma.
Lemma 2. The application γ Ñ ln DpW, u`γvq is convex.
Remark 3. The property was already remarked in [10] , remark 2.3, and a similar statement was proved in the case of the ERRW, see the proof of Lemma 6.2 in [14] .
Proof. We have
B Bγ
ln DpW, u`γvq "
pi,jqPT ∇v i,jř
Hence,
where MpW, u`γvq is the probability on T 0 defined as the law on random directed spanning trees oriented toward i 0 for the weights on directed edges pW i,j e ∇u i,j`γ ∇v i,j q pi,jqP E , and Var MpW,u`γvq is the associated variance.
As a consequence, since p1´1γ`1 q γ 1 " 0, we have p1´1ln DpW, u`γvq`1 q ln DpW, u`γ 1 vq´ln DpW, uq ě 0.
Hence by (4) and (5)
Remark that by assumption, we have 2q
, we havẽ
hence the measure QW :" QW i 0 defined by (1) with conductances pW i,j q is well-defined as a probability. Changing back to coordinateũ " u`γ 1 v we get that 
It follows that
Together with (2) and (3), it concludes the proof of the lemma.
2.2.
Back to the Z 2 lattice. We assume in this section that the graph is the graph G N " pṼ N ,Ẽ N q defined in Section 1.2. We will apply the previous lemma in the case where i 0 " 0 and y P V N .
The next step to conclude the proof of Theorem 1 is to construct a good function v which satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1 and with a good control on its l 2 norm. We denote by E the Dirichlet form on the graph G N with conductances 1 defined for f :Ṽ N Þ Ñ R by
Let v be the harmonic function between 0 and y P V N , y ‰ 0, for constant conductances 1:
where Rp0, yq is the equivalent resistance between 0 and y for the graph G N with unit conductances. Classically, by Nash-William criterion, there exists c 0 ą 0, independent of N and y, such that Rp0, yq ě c 0 ln |y| 8 , see e.g. [12] , formula (2.7) Section 2.4 taking the annuli between 0 and y as cut-sets. (Note that we can take c 0 arbitrary close to 1{8 for |y| 8 large enough, since [12] , formula (2.7) implies that Rp0, yq ě ř |y|8´1
where divp∇vq is the divergence of ∇v defined by divp∇vqpzq " ř j,j"z ∇v z,j . This implies that Rp0, yq∇v is a unit flow between 0 and y, in fact it is the current flow, see [12] concludes the proof of the lemma.
Remark 4.
Note that when W Ñ 0, we cannot get an arbitrary large exponent ηps, W q. This is rather surprising since, by a different argument, at small W it is known that the field is exponentially localized (see [9] ). The same phenomenon appears in the proof of Merkl and Rolles of the polynomial localisation of the mixing field of the ERRW (see [14] ), where a Mermin-Wagner argument is also used. This is what prevented them to prove recurrence of the 2D-ERRW at strong disorder. Indeed, without extra considerations, one needs an exponent η at least larger than 1 to get recurrence.
Note Gady Kozma and Ron Peled also have a proof of a similar result, see forthcoming [11] . From recent discussion with them, we concluded that our two approaches are rather different. We thank them for communicating an early version of their manuscript. Acknowledgement We are grateful to Tyler Helmuth for pointing ref [13] .
